Elon Musk Wants To Give You Brain Cancer Before
You Die Of Boredom On Mars
http://www.businessinsider.com/elon-musk-mars-colony-details-new-space-study-2017-6
One thing is certain: You will get 5 different kinds of cancers on your way to Elon Musk's Mars.
SpaceX has no effective shielding for Space radiation. Your zero-gravity nausea will be endless.
Your body will atrophy from Zero G. If you are pregnant, your fetus will die or mutate. Once you
get to Mars, you will live in an endless desert of nothingness with a vast empty plain of small
rocks, as far as you will ever see, for the rest of your desperate scramble for survival.
Sound Fun? Ready to go to a planet that exists to kill you with cancer and boredom?
Sign me up!
How can we get Elon Musk to leave for Mars as soon as humanly possible?

Elon Musk’s entire Mars-Hype PR program is simply another one of
his scams to get taxpayer money to fund another one of his stock
market pump-and-dump boondoggles!
Boiling Blood and Radiation: 5 Ways Mars Can Kill
Boiling Blood and Radiation: 5 Ways Mars Can Kill . By Irene ... "This is something that would kill
you over the course of hours if you are not properly warmed," Lee ...
space.com/36800-five-ways-to-die-on-mars.html

5 Ways Mars Can Kill You | David Reneke | Space and
Astronomy ...
Radiation exposure is among the top health risks for Mars astronauts, but the Red Planet poses many
other dangers as well. The most immediate threat to human health ...
davidreneke.com/5-ways-mars-can-kill/

Mars Water Discovery: Each Way the Planet Would Try to
Kill ...
Mars is the solar system's it planet, what with breakthrough reports of Martian water and a blockbuster
movie about a Red Planet castaway soon to hit theaters.
time.com/4054927/martian-mars-water-movie-nasa-dis...

7 ways a trip to Mars could kill you - YouTube
7 ways a trip to Mars could kill you Vox. Loading... Unsubscribe from Vox? ... Proof of evolution that
you can find on your body - Duration: 3:55.
youtube.com/watch?v=8yU33cguGaY

Will Mars or Venus Kill You First? | Space Time | PBS Digital ...
Will Mars or Venus Kill You First? | Space Time ... Should We Colonize Venus Instead of Mars? |
Space Time | PBS Digital Studios - Duration: 7:37.
youtube.com/watch?v=o8TCUGDltqM

5 ways Mars can kill you. | SECRant.com
5 ways Mars can kill you. - [link=(http://www.space.com/36800-five-ways-to-die-on-mars.html?
utm_source=notification)]LINK[/link] I think it would be uncomfortab
secrant.com/rant/off-topic/5-ways-mars-can-kill-you/7...

Cockroaches From Mars are Out to Kill You - Kotaku
Cockroaches From Mars are Out to Kill You. Toshi Nakamura. 4/03/14 6:30am. Filed to: manga
review. terra formars; ... It's said you can't judge a book by its cover, ...
kotaku.com/cockroaches-from-mars-are-out-to-kill-you...

Five Planets that Will Kill You Dead - Lightspeed Magazine
This planet's star, HD 149026, is 257 light-years from Earth, so if you're unlucky enough to crash land
on this backwater, you can forget about a rescue.
https://www.lightspeedmagazine.com/nonfiction/five-planets-that-will-kill-yo...

How You'll Die On Mars | Popular Science
How You'll Die On Mars. Many hopefuls have signed up for a one-way ticket to the red planet. ... Or
you can find a way of introducing extra carbon dioxide, ...
popsci.com/how-youll-die-mars

Which Is More Deadly: Living on Venus or Living on Mars?
Which Would Kill You Faster: Living on Mars or Living on Venus? It's not as straightforward as you
might think.
popularmechanics.com/space/a19290/which-is-more-deadly-mars-co...

5 ways Mars can kill you. | Page 2 | SECRant.com
5 ways Mars can kill you. - Gonna live on potatoes until everyone dies? Because you&#39;ll never get
off the planet.
secrant.com/rant/off-topic/5-ways-mars-can-kill-you/7...

